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I want to congratulate all of you for becoming part of this assembly, bringing together victorious tribal 
messiahs from all over the world. Congratulations to all of you for your hard work and dedication to 
fulfill True Parents' wish, to bless 430 couples. 
 
When you return home, carry your great inspiration to work harder in order to advance God's providence 
in your nations. We must offer our deepest gratitude for our True Mother for her special love and 
attention given to our heavenly tribal messiahs. We are moved and touched by her love for all of us. 
 
When we see this great development, the expansion of the heavenly tribal messiah activity in many 
nations, continuously spreading to other nations, we cannot help attesting to the fact that we are living in a 
very different time. The victory of Foundation Day brought us the opportunity to enter God's direct 
dominion. What does it mean to live in the era of God's direct dominion? As long as we take 
responsibility and take action in accordance with God's will and desire, tremendous results will surely 
come, beyond our expectations. True Father mentioned that even if only twelve tribal messiahs complete 
their mission, national restoration is just a matter of time. 
 
We confirm this when we see great development in our nations. I think you already have had beautiful, 
incredible experiences. My dear brothers and sisters we have heard several times how much our beloved 
True Mother expressed her concern for the completion of Cheon Il Guk and the fulfillment of Vision 
2020. We can feel how serious she is to bring results and realize Cheon Il Guk. She emphasizes 
repeatedly that the remaining years until 2020 offer great hope for bringing the greatest victory. 
 
As filial sons or daughters, how should we respond in this situation? We should become such filial 
children who can say, Please don't worry True Father. Please don't worry True Mother, I will be 
responsible for Vision 2020 from now on. As filial sons and daughters, we must make the same 
determination as True Mother. We should be clear that the purpose of fulfilling the True Mother's mission 
is not just for our own selves. We need to see the greater vision, to understand the purpose. Doing the 
Heavenly Tribal Messiah mission is to restore one nation one people and one sovereignty for God. 
 
Once you complete your 430-couple blessing, you realize that you cannot rest. It is just a starting point. I 
think all of you, even though you have completed 430 couples, know this is not the end but the beginning 
point. You need to understand that. If we understand God's desperate heart and True Parents' desire to 
offer the nation to God, we cannot rest. This is why your participation in this heavenly tribal messiah 
assembly should give you heightened motivation and more energy to expand. We need to multiply 
owners of Cheon Il Guk. We need to multiply heavenly tribal messiahs. That is True Mother's wish. 
 



 

 

One of the most important attributes of true love is multiplication. Without multiplication, your blessing 
will become stagnant and you will decline. I think most of our blessed couples do not know what our 
identity is, why our True Parents blessed us -- not just because of our own individuality, not just because 
of our own families. One of the greatest attributes of true love, of the blessing is to multiply. Therefore, as 
a blessed couple, if you do not multiply the blessing, you become stagnant and finally you decline. Where 
there is blessing, all the time as blessed couples, we need to multiply. 
 

 
 
The importance of blessing others 

 

Briefly, I would like to share with you the reasons we should fulfill the heavenly tribal messiah mission. I 
hope through this you will gain more strength to carry on this noble mission, which is the greatest one we 
received from our True Parents. 
 
The first reason we must fulfill the heavenly tribal messiah mission is to restore one nation, one 
sovereignty, one people. Without substantiating the kingdom of Heaven on earth, we cannot liberate 
God's heart, nor can we liberate True Parents' hearts. Only through the completion of this mission can we 
liberate God and true Parents. 
 
Second, we should do it to realize the third Family Pledge, which is important. I think most blessed 
couples don't understand what "the realm of the royal family" means. When I researched and thoroughly 
studied it, I found that Father said, in order to fulfill the mission of the realm of the royal family, you need 
to fulfill the heavenly tribal messiah mission. This is the perfection realm of the royal family. We need to 
understand that realms of the royal family form when blessed families as Abel restore Cain families. We 
can do this through the heavenly tribal messiah mission. 
 
Third, it is for us as blessed families to complete the seven-year course declared by True Parents after we 
received the blessing. Father said that everyone needs to do a seven-year course right after the blessing. I 
researched the five hundred volumes of Father's speeches and the conclusion was that Father said in order 
to fulfill the seven-year course…. Do you know what the main responsibility is during the seven-year 
course? Someone's seven-year course might become seventy years or twenty- one years. Did you know 
that? The main mission of the seven-year course is fulfilling the heavenly tribal messiah mission. When 
you fulfill the heavenly tribal messiah mission, automatically you fulfill the seven-year course. What 
Father had said amazed me: Through this, we can have the right to inherit True Parents' foundation of 
victory without accusation from Satan. 
 
Fourth, it is in order to uproot the four great sins. I discovered from Father's teachings. The original sin is 
linked to Adam and Eve's fall, when human beings lost God's lineage. Only through the Messiah and 
through the blessing can this be removed. How about hereditary sin? Hereditary sin can be removed 
through liberating ancestors. How about collective sin? We can remove this sin also through fulfilling our 
collective responsibility of saving a minimum of 430 families through our heavenly tribal messiah 
mission. This is one of Father's amazing discoveries. 
 
The fifth reason is in order to inherit the victorious formula course of True Parents based on eight vertical 
indemnity stages of restoration from the servant of servants to servant level, going up to adopted son, step 
son, real son mother position to father position and then to God. That is important. 



 

 

 
In order to inherit Father's eight-stage course, the best way is to fulfill our tribal messiah mission. 
 
Sixth, it is in order to fulfill humankind's 5 percent portion of responsibility. How can we fulfill this? True 
Father said this 5 percent portion of responsibility is the fulfillment of the tribal messiah mission. It is 
very clear. I don't have to explain it to you in detail but Father said it. I researched a lot about what a 
human's 5 percent portion of responsibility is. When we can complete a human's 5 percent portion of 
responsibility, your job is over as a human being. That's how important the heavenly tribal messiah 
mission is. 
 
Lastly, the seventh reason is in order to enter the realm of God's direct dominion. Father's word is very 
clear. Even though True Parents are already in God's direct dominion, if we do not fulfill the heavenly 
tribal messiah mission, our family will remain in the indirect dominion. Oh my God! Once you complete 
blessing your 430 couple it is as if God will govern you. God will be in control of you. You can enter 
God's direct dominion through fulfilling the heavenly tribal messiah mission. This is amazing. Everyone, 
clearly understand why we need to fulfill the heavenly tribal messiah mission. These are certain reasons. 
Everybody who is serious can finally fulfill our portion of responsibility. 
 
Go forward with clarity 

 

In the past, whenever I thought of building the kingdom of heaven on earth, I didn't have a clear concept 
of how it can be achieved. But I tell you now, the situation is very different. I can see the vision of 
realizing Cheon Il Guk, God's kingdom of heaven on earth. I almost can grasp it in my hands. It is no 
longer a vague concept. It is now a tangible, achievable vision. Why? That is because of the heavenly 
tribal messiah mission. 
 
So, let us receive great energy here in Chung Pyung because there is a great mission waiting for us in our 
nations. True Father said that when he would go to the spiritual world he would be working with us more. 
He said he would make us work harder than before, even ten times or a hundred times harder without 
sleeping at night or taking any rest at all. He promised us that when he would go to the spiritual world, he 
would become fully spiritual and work anywhere and hundreds of thousands of people would be able to 
be restored at once. Father said this kind of occurrence can only happen when you focus on the tribal 
messiah mission. That is what I have already experienced in Africa and in Asia. Whenever everyone 
focuses on the heavenly tribal messiah mission everyone has great experiences of the substantial Holy 
Spirit. So in these remaining three years before 2020 let's expand and multiply citizens of Cheon Il Guk. I 
am happy to see our victorious heavenly tribal messiahs. You are true victors. You are true owner of 
Cheon Il Guk. That is why when we fulfill our goal, when we multiply tribal messiahs everywhere, we 
can realize God's kingdom of heaven, our Cheon Il Guk, on earth. Let us become sons or daughters of 
filial piety who take responsibility to fulfill Heavenly Parent's and True Parents' dream. May God bless 
you, your family and your nation. 
 
  
 


